Discover

SANDVIKEN

HIKING, CANOEING,
SKIING OR BIKING

Sandviken offers it all!

THE IRON KINGDOM

Fascinating history and an environment
with great activities for the whole family.
Visit the old iron works of Gysinge and
Högbo. Page 14 and 24.

PLACES TO STAY

– that fit your vacation.

Read more on page 46.

Welcome to

SANDVIKEN
We always say that the Sandviken area is a place where 1 plus 1 equals 3.
This means that there are a lot of different things to do close by whatever you
like to do. Situated in the middle of nature with all the convenience you can ask
for, yet close to both Gävle and Stockholm. In Sandviken, you’ll discover that the
time spent is always worthwhile. Feel for a day, a week or a life time.
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For current activities,
tourist attractions,
events & happenings,
restaurants and
places to stay, please
visitsandviken.se

Fun & affordable
STAYCATION
We have always known that we live in a beautiful country and
that the area of Sandviken is something extra. Still, many of us
have left for adventures elsewhere. The recent year has however
made us realize that there are a lot to discover, enjoy and do
around here. The beautiful nature offers mountains, lakes,
forests, rivers and everything in between. All year around.
Lately, we have seen an enormous increase in the interest
for outdoor activities all around Sweden and we’ve never seen
as many hikers, canoeists or mountain bikers in and around
Sandviken. Biking Gästrikland is a website that gathers all
the trails for biking in the area. The trails will take you along
beautiful lakes and must-see-areas such as Högbo Bruk and
Gysinge. Take a day off at the Strandbaden beach in Årsunda
and top it off with a great meal in one of the nice restaurants
down-town along with a movie at the new theatre. If you aren’t
into biking, canoeing or swimming, you may want to go shopping, enjoy a spa or visit one of our beautiful nature reserves.
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If you are only visiting one such reserve, we highly recommend
the national park by the Dalälven river and Naturum with its
trails, guides and information for children and adults. It’s open
all year round and if you are lucky (which you probably are,
since you are here) you’ll meet an otter or eagle on your way out.
It is a fantastic privilege for us to be able to share all this
beauty with visitors from all over the world and sincerely hope
that you’ll see the greatness in all this, just as we do.
Please feel welcome and remember to stay safe, use hand
sanitizer and keep a good distance. We are in this together.

Eva Hofstrand

Head of Tourism at Sandvikens Kommun

CATCH A MOVIE AT THE
BRAND NEW GRAND THEATRE
Although it has been here since 1936,
the theatre was recently renovated and
now offers the best experience of sound,
image and comfort. Take a friend, your
family, kids or why not rent the whole thing
for your party or event?
+ bjornbio.se/sandviken

GÖRANSSON ARENA
– SPORTS AND EVENTS
One of Swedens largest indoor arenas
with more than 10 000 seats is located in
Sandviken. We are hosting world artists,
huge business exhibitions and shows as
well as sports events and are happy to
say that Britney Spears, 50 Cent as well as
the local bandy team all seem to enjoy it.
Bring your friends to a show, cheer on one
of the playing teams or grab a bite to eat in
the restaurant upstairs.
+ goranssonarena.se

SHOPPING AT THE
IRONWORKS IN HÖGBO
Go for a picnic in the beautiful park at
Högbo and while you are at it, check
out the lovely shops in the area. Made
in Högbo offers locally produced vege
tables, bread, dairy and meat. The cheese
is a must! Take a short stroll and visit Björk
& Berries skincare boutique, the smithy,
glass works and ceramicist before having
a nice lunch, dinner and of course coffee
at Högbo Qvarn, Gruvstugan or Högbo
Brukshotell. + hogbobruk.se

More to
discover
MUSIC & CULTURE
KUNGEN - GALLERI LARS PALM
+ backbeatbolaget.se
MUSIK I BRUKSMILJÖ
+ visitsandviken.se
BANGEN JAZZ & BLUES FESTIVAL
+ bangen.se
SHOPPING

CENTRUM FÖR BYGGNADSVÅRD – THE PLACE TO VISIT
FOR ALL HOME RESTAURATION
FANS
Get inspired and learn from the exhibition
how to create a livable, sustainable home
with old methods. Shop for Swedenproduced furniture, old windows, paint
brushes and reproduced wallpaper
inspired by the old days. The brand is
known all over Scandinavia for its linseed
paint and webshop.
+ gysinge.com

LENAORANGE
+ lenaorange.se

KULTURCENTRUM
– A PLACE FOR CULTURE
With more than 100 different events during
winter and spring, Kulturcentrum offers
a great variety of music, theatre, art and
literature experiences. Most of them are
free of charge. Visit + sandviken.se/
kulturcentrum for tickets and information.

WETTERLINGS YXFABRIK
+ wetterlings.com
TASTE OF AFRICA
+ taste-africa.com
VALBO KÖPCENTRUM
+ valbokopcentrum.se
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Hit the golf course

You’ll find several nice golf clubs in the area with beautiful surroundings and restaurants.

Finding the
balance between

HÖGBO GOLF CLUB
27 holes in total, close to restaurants,
Högbo Brukshotell and other activities
» 18 holes, par 72
» 9 holes, par 35
» Restaurant
+ hogbogk.com

ACTIVITIES &
RELAXATION

THE LARGEST I NDOOR
ARENA FOR E XTREME
SPORTS – THE DOME

WILDERNESS ON A HIGH LEVEL
If you look for a different perspective,
such as from above, you may enjoy our
high-altitude course that takes place 6–11
meters above ground in Högbo. A special
course is available for children (7–8 years
old). + hogbobruk.se

JUMP AND PUMP
Large and small jumps for anything that
spins on wheels but has no engine. Foam
pit and air-bag-landing for the best possibility to practice your jump and flip skills.
Pump track, resi-landing, wallride and
much more.

HOT TUB IN THE WILD
Is there anything better in the winter than
watching the stars from a hot tub with a cold
drink in your hands? Probably not. In the hot,
steaming water and in the light of torches, you
can experience a true tradition of the north,
available at:
+ aventyrsservice.se + aventyrarna.se
+ gysingewardshus.se + pinetreevents.se

UNLIMITED ZONE
Trampolines, a foam pit, airbag, parkour,
wall climbing, air track, free running,
Ninja Warriors and more.
STREET PARK
Skateboard, BMX, inlines och kick-bike.
Concrete Bowl and street- features with
drops, banks and rails.
QUICK JUMP
Indoor Bungy jump height: 15 meters
+ thedome.se
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PADEL
The new hype for indoor sports suits most
people. We have plenty of courts to offer
in and outside of Sandviken. Find them at
Högbo bruk and Björksätra among other
places.
+ propadelsandviken.se + hogbopadel.se

MACKMYRA GOLF
Training facility with a nice driving range
and a 9-hole golf course (par 34) with both
artificial grass greens and grass greens.
» 9 holes, par 34
+ mackmyragolf.se

SAIK GOLF CLUB
With only a couple of kilometers to the
center of Sandviken and with Storsjön’s
beautiful nature around the corner, Trebo
is the perfect place to enjoy golf. Here, you
find two 9-hole pay-and-play courses, of
which one is with no handicap. Hotel and
restaurant available.
» 18 hole course consisting of two 9 hole
courses, one red and one white, of
which the red is a Pay & Play course.
Par 3 and handicap sloped.
» Restaurant
» Hotel
+ saikgolf.se

HOFORS GOLF CLUB
The beautiful 18-hole (par 71) forest and
park course by Lake Storgösken, a few
kilometers outside central Hofors.
Hotel and restaurant close by.
» 18 holes, par 71
» Restaurant
» Hotel
+ hoforsgk.se

GÄVLE GOLF CLUB
One of the largest golfing arenas in the
country, close to the city and known for
its many holes and highly ranked players.
Enjoy your lunch at the golf restaurant.
» AVAN 18 holes, par 72
» GAMLA BANAN 18 holes, par 72
» TESTEBO 9 holes, par 28 (pay-and-play)
+ gavlegolf.com

HÖGBO BRUKSHOTELL
WITH SPA AND RELAX
When staying at the hotel, you have the
opportunity to enjoy the pool and relax
area. Take a swim, bubble and relax in
the lounge, or why not enjoy the heat in
the sauna for a while?
+ hogbobrukshotell.se

More to
explore
ACTIVITIES
DISC-GOLF
+ discgolfbanor.se
BOWLING
+ visitsandviken.se
SKATEPARK
+ visitsandviken.se

A MEDITERRANEAN TOUCH
IN SANDVIKEN
Parkbadet offers not only a warm
welcoming environment, but also cool
water slides and an adventure pool with
waves, waterfalls, play land and streams
as well as training pools with swim lanes
and a gym.
+ parkbadet.se

OUTDOOR GYM
+ visitsandviken.se
+ hogbobruk.se
NATURE
MULTIADVENTURES SWEDEN
+ multiadventures.se
HEMLINGBY OUTDOOR AREA
+ visitgävle.se
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Canoe
adventure

IN THE FÄRNEBOFJÄRDEN
NATIONAL PARK
COPY: Åsa Backman. PHOTO: Lina Lingers
+ sverigesnationalparker.se/farnebofjarden

On 17 July, the sun was supposed to shine according
to the weather forecast. So, the sisters Nanna and
Lina and their families decided to go out canoeing in
the Färnebofjärden National Park. The sisters have
traveled a lot in their lives in search of experiences
and adventures, but in the wake of the Coronavirus,
they were both looking for a closer adventure.
“You really get home-blind. We have
both traveled all over the world in the
search for new cool experiences; we had
actually forgotten that we live in a holiday
paradise,” says Nanna Jan-Ers. Her sister,
Lina Lingers, agrees. They both live in
Ulvkisbo, just west of Österfärnebo and
thus only a few miles from the park.
In Färnebofjärden National Park, four
of Sweden’s landscapes meet: Gästrikland,
Uppland, Dalarna and Västmanland.
The park consists mainly of water and is
known for its rich bird life, but also for
the varied nature and the multitude of
animals: moose, otters, beavers… and
mosquitoes. The summer of 2020 was
not a mosquito year, but Nedre Dalälven
is otherwise nationally known for its
mosquitoes. Nanna says that mosquito
control has helped the area to reduce the
problems, but that there are mosquito
forecasts available if you are worried.
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FIR NEEDLES IN YOUR HAIR
OR WHITE TABLECLOTHS?

The sisters talked a lot about how to
plan the trip. You can choose your level
of comfort – a real luxury holiday with
accommodation and a three-course dinner
at one of Gysinge’s hotels, bring your own
equipment and stay in tents or windbreaks
along the way, or something in between.
“If you do not like fir needles in your
hair, you can live comfortably in a mansion or in cottages. You can also rent all
the equipment from one of the adventure
companies if you choose to live in the
open air. They can bring food, hot tubs
and whatever you want along the way.
Our children were eager to camp, and
we chose to rent canoes but use our own
equipment and food. It ended up being
a very cheap holiday,” says Lina
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”It was definitely one of my best summer memories.
I felt completely rested afterwards. There were no
efforts involved, nothing we had to accomplish,
just total presence”

CHILDREN-ADAPTED PACE

Lina’s sons Åke and Gunnar are eight 
and six years old respectively, and
Nanna’s son Otto is five. The sisters
thought a lot about whether the boys
would get restless from sitting still in
the canoes, but the anxiety turned out
to be completely unjustified.
“We are no experienced paddlers, but
we spend a lot of time in nature with the
children. It was awesome to see how the
imagination flowed when computer games
and phones were left at home. They sang,
played hide and seek, invented compe
titions and told stories,” laughs Nanna.
“We stayed when the kids wanted, grilled
sausages at one of all the windbreaks,
fished and bathed”.

Her eyes get a dreamy glow when she
talks about the pike they pulled up when
they stopped for the evening, about the
evening light, the birds chirping, the
osprey and the sea eagle that swept past
and the traces of beavers that they found
along the way.
“It was definitely one of my best
summer memories. I felt completely
rested afterwards. There were no efforts
involved, nothing we had to accomplish,
just total presence,” she says. “There are
many picnic areas in the park, and all of
them are so well maintained, clean and
tidy with plenty of toilet paper in the
toilets and firewood by the fireplaces.
It was so easy!”
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The sisters’ best tips
» Download a map from Färnebofjärden National Park’s
website. They are very informative.
» A paddle holiday does not have to be hardcore! Paddle
with the current and the wind. Rental companies
can leave and pick up kayaks and canoes basically
anywhere.
» Treat yourself with a bit of luxury. Bring a bottle of wine,
chocolate or a good dessert. You don’t have to carry
anything, so just load your canoes with goodies. We
brought pancake batter that we used the last day when
it was a bit grumpy outside.
» Bring fishing rods. Fishing licenses are easy to buy
online whenever you feel like fishing.
» We packed everything in garbage bags even though it
was sunny outside. It’s nice to be able to paddle on and
splash water worrying that everything will get wet.
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Cooling dip

There are numerous beaches and piers
in and around Sandviken. These include:
» Hedåsbadet, Sandviken
» Strandbaden, Årsunda
» Sörtuttsbadet, Sandviken
» Friluftsbadet, Damsjön, Högbo Bruk
» Öjaren, Sandviken
» Edsviken, Österfärnebo
» Furuviks beach, Furuvik
» Rullsands beach, Skutskär
Many of the swimming areas are close to
campsites, hotels, cafés and restaurants.

SWIMMING, PICNICKING

& boating
Whether you’re into swimming, big-game
fishing, nature or boating, Storsjön is the
perfect place for water lovers. Take a trip
on our beautiful passenger boat, the M/S
Emma, swim off the huge sandy beaches,
fish, enjoy nature or pack a picnic and
head off on an excursion. The road through
Storsjön cuts through the broad expanses
of Västerfjärden and Körnickan on either
side, and is considered to be one of the
most beautiful in the country. The bridges
spanning the lake connect Sandviken with
numerous scenic areas to the south, from
Årsunda to Österfärnebo to Gysinge.

TAKE A TRIP ABOARD
M/S EMMA
Steamboats have been touring Storsjön for
over 150 years. You can take regular trips
aboard the M/S Emma from Stenbryggan
in Sandviken via Trebo, Strandbaden in
Årsunda, Gösholmen and Forsbacka.
You can also charter the boat for your own
trip around the lake. For more information
and a list of summer tours, please visit
+ msemma.se

A DAY OF BIG-GAME FISHING?
The municipality’s lakes, rivers and
streams offer numerous beautiful fishing
spots. Gysinge in the Nedre Dalälven
region is home to some of Sweden’s top
ten fishing waters. Accessible fishing
spots are available at Hamptjärn, which
offers great fishing in an area with
specially adapted ramps. Storsjön is one
of the country’s top zander fishing lakes.
You also have a good chance of catching
a big pike, perch or eel. Explore our
waters, find your favourite spot – and
don’t forget your fishing licence!
Visit + fiskekort.se to order and get it
sent straight to your phone or computer.

DALÄLVEN AND
WATERCOURSES
Many people come to Gysinge to enjoy
the wonderful nature in the national
park, while others visit for the fishing or
walking. It’s also a favourite winter spot for
otters seeking out open water for fishing,
offering amazing opportunities for nature
photographers. The area is also home to
sea eagles, and many other bird and plant
species. A nature-packed experience all
year round, whether through the lens or
close-up. + gysingeforsarna.se

More to
discover by
the water:
REAL FISHING
Own fishing lakes, sale
of fishing licences and
equipment.
+ realfishing.se
FISHING IN GAVLEÅN
+ visitgavle.se
FISKA I HEDESUNDA
+ hedesundacamping.se

ABOUT STORSJÖN
Size: 70.6 square kilometres
Maximum depth: 15 metres
Number of islands: Around 150
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PADDLE YOUR CANOE ON
MAGIC WATER
Hire a large canoe for the whole family,
a Canadian open canoe, or a kayak. The
rental company can transport the canoe
to your preferred stretch of water.
+ aventyrsservice.se
+ sportcentralenhogbo.se
+ campinggavle.se
+ naturkraft-gastrikland.se
+ multiadventures.se

LIMÖN FERRY, GÄVLE
+ limotrafiken.com
BÖNA FYR LIGHTHOUSE,
GÄVLE
+ visitgavle.se
UTHYRNING
STAND UP PADDLE HIRE
+ hogbobruk.se
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Surrounded by Dalälven river’s powerful rapids and wide
bays, Gysinge Bruk is a well-preserved Walloon forge
complex dating back to the 17th century. It is now used for
exhibitions, building preservation projects, conferences
and nature a
 dventures. Gysinge Bruk was one of Sweden’s
foremost i ronworks in the 19th century, and a walk through
the complex gives a thought-provoking glimpse into our 
history and old way of life.
14

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gysinge Herrgård - PRO College
Gysinge Wärdshus - Hotel and restaurant
Orangeriet - restaurant
Gysinge vandrarhem (hostel)
Nature reserve (Granön) with b
 arbecue
area, signposted plant walk and entrance
to the Färnebofjärden National Park
6. Stable and Café Udden
7. Naturrum - Nature centre
8. Gysinge Brukshandel (general store)

9. Centrum för Byggnadsvård
(architectural salvage store)
10. The Barn - crossfit gym
11. Activity centre for hotel guests
12. Bathing area and sauna
13. Krokiga smedjan (forge)
14. Marketplace and car park
15. Motorhome parking spaces
16. Car park and motorhome
parking spaces
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+ gysinge.se

17. Start point for cycling (gravel),
SUP and hiking maps and guides
18. Äventyrsservice - hire point for boats,
canoes and adventure
19. Gysingeforsarna - fly fishing
20. Fire engine museum
21. Gysinge flea market and antiques
22. Herrgårdsparken (park/garden)
23. Open-air bathing house dating from
the early 19th century

Photo: Per-Henrik Lind, 100 procent media
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24. Grain silo
25. Timber floating museum - exhibition
space
26. Blast furnace
27. Children’s nature trail - Naturrum,
nature centre
28. Toilets
29. Färnebofjärden National Park
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Hiking

IN STUNNING
NATURE AND
DRAMATIC HISTORY
COPY: Åsa Backman
PHOTO: Per-Henrik Lind 100 procent media, Kerstin Nyströmer & Oscar Nyströmer

On a sunny, slightly chilly Saturday morning in May,
Oscar and Kerstin Nyströmer, together with their
daughter Stella, 18, went north. The family lives
in Sollentuna and the destination for the day was
Gysinge, which is located south of Sandviken, on
the border between Gästrikland and Dalarna. There
they met Stella’s cousin Alice, 11 years old, to go on
an adventure by the Dalälven river and Färnebofjärden
National Park.
Oscar and Kerstin are experienced hikers,
but they had never hiked in Gysinge and
Färnebofjärden National Park before.

“We’ve often looked for adventures
far away, but the pandemic has forced
all of us to look closer. Us too. It was
Oscars’ sister-in-law who told us about
this trip,” says Kerstin.
The family got a room at
Gysinge Wärdshus in what is called
Brukslängorna. They had bought a
hiking package with an overnight stay,
meals and two hiking days. Day one
everyone hiked and day two the adults
went themselves. The package included
backpacks with lunch, coffee, maps
and some other treats to enjoy during
the day.
Day one, they chose to walk part of
the Gästrikeleden which starts from the
hotel and goes towards Österfärnebo;
the distance was about nine kilometers.
The trail runs along Dalälven, through
nice and varied nature, a lot of wetlands and many ridges to cross – good
fun for the girls.
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Before the hike, Kerstin and Oscar
thought about how long it would take
before the girls would get tired and
bored, but they kept their spirits up
all day.
“The hike is perfect for children
and young people. It is well signposted
and easy to walk; there is always a
lot to experience everywhere,” says
Kerstin. “We saw traces of beavers
for instance”. Oscar agrees, but was
surprised at how much food and candy
they managed to consume during the
day.
“It was fascinating to see how
quickly the girls got hungry,” he
laughs.
The hike day one ended with
barbeque near the Färnebofjärden
campsite. If you want to, you can
continue all the way to Österfärnebo
on this trail. If you don’t want to hike
at all, but look for some wilderness,
there is a nice windbreak with firewood
a short walk from Gysinge, just at the
beginning of the trail.
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Oscar’s and Kerstin’s tips

If you like culture and history, the
area around Gysinge offers a lot to
see. The Nyströmer family had read
a lot beforehand, but they were a
bit surprised that there was so little
information along the paths.
On Saturday night, the family enjoyed
a three-course dinner at the inn. As a
bonus, the waiter, who also works as
a guide, told them stories about the
area. “He was a fantastic narrator,”
says Kerstin. So, in addition to good
food, they got a lot of history.
“I am a curious person, and it was
great fun to hear him talk about
everything from the Gysinge Mill
and the ironworks business with its
connection to England and to the times
of industrialization. To also be able to

FOR HIKING IN GYSINGE
» Wear steady shoes, preferably boots. There are plenty of
ridges over the wetlands, but sometimes there are a lot of
roots, which can be difficult if you wear sneakers.
» Read as much as you can before you come! There is a lot of
exciting industrial history here and unfortunately not much
information along the way.
» Bring binoculars. The area is full of birds and other animals.
» Take plenty of time to just sit and rest. It gives your day a
golden edge.
» Talk to the staff at Wärdshuset before you go. They have a lot
of knowledge about the area.
» The area suits children perfectly, both at the inn and out
on the trails. The activity house next to the inn was fun!
» If you do not want to walk from Gysinge Herrgård,
you can park near the trails and the national park
in several places.

walk over the old train bridges, which
we did on day two, was fantastic. What
an incredible cultural treasure this is!
It is easy to imagine how people must
have struggled here through the years,”
says Oscar.
Day two, Oscar and Kerstin started
the hike at the inn, walked through the
mill and over the train bridges, then
followed the river Dalälven towards
Mattön and Färnebjofjärden National
Park. In total, it was just over 12
kilometers. The last stretch through the
national park was about three kilometers
long and had information boards placed
along the trail. Most of the trail was
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easy to walk with the exception of a few
sections where you balanced over tree
roots. This shorter trail with its exciting
nature and information boards is perfect
for curious children.
In addition to hiking, you can fish
and paddle kayak and canoe in Gysinge,
among other things. Kerstin and Oscar
also got interested in mountain biking.
“This was not the last time we went
here. There is still a lot to explore,” they
conclude.
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WHEN YOU
CAN’T RESIST

Hiking the
Gästrikeleden
The 27-mile marked hiking trail takes you
through the landscapes of Gästrikland,
including the Dalälven river area with
the Färnebofjärden National Park at the
Gysinge rapids, through several nature
reserves and past Högbo Bruk. Enjoy
short hikes or plan a more challenging
route along the entire Gästrikeleden.
Maps and other resources can be
found at + naturkraft-gestrikland.se

the pull...

CAVES AND OTHER
NATURAL FEATURES
Kungsberget is known for its skiing, but for
those wishing to explore the surrounding
area there are numerous marked paths
that take you through old woods, past
dramatic mountains and inaccessible
boulder terrain. Visit Styggbergsbranten,
where the cliffs heat up during the day
and warm the surrounding area during the
night, which produces slightly different
flora to that usually seen here. Plants
found here include hazel, spring barley
and feather moss. If you’re looking for a
little more excitement, why not visit the
caves, the longest of which is 25 metres.
Legend has it that the famous robber,
Gillberg, used it as his resting place,
earning it the name Gillberg’s den.
+ visitsandviken.se
+ naturkartan.se
+ jarboportalen.se/fritid.php

Trailrunning
There are four terrain trails at Högbo
Bruk for athletes and runners of all levels.
Here you can run or jog on varied natural
terrain in the forests of Högbo and the
surrounding marshland. 3.5, 5.5, 8.3
and 10.6 kilometers trails with varying
levels of difficulty. The running trails are
clearly marked so that runners can stay
on course in the forest, even in the dark.
In daylight, follow the white circles on
trees and white canes; in the dark, use
a headlamp to follow the blue reflectors.
The trails start just past the sports
centre.

RUNNING
Enjoy marked running track routes from
2.5 to 15 km, with a runner-friendly
packed gravel surface. The running
tracks are the same ones used for skiing
in winter, and have the same markings.
Day tracks: 6.5 • 8 • 10 • 12 • 15 km.
Electrically lit until 10 pm. Both flat and
hilly tracks are available. The tracks
start at the track centre.
+ hogbobruk.se
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Trollstigen

- VISIT THE STONE TROLL
AT SÖDERÅSEN IN TORSÅKER
A pleasant hike up the mountain path lined
with stone trolls of all sizes. Count them,
climb on the heads of the biggest ones
or rest for a while in great-grandfather’s
mouth.

Halfway to the top is a small cave where
you can deposit your pacifiers in a basket
for the stone troll’s babies. Slightly further
along the path is a sheltered area for
barbecues and a little stone cave where
you can drink water directly from the
spring. + visithofors.se

GRILLED SAUSAGES, REST
CABINS AND SHELTER
Sandviken offers numerous sheltered rest
areas equipped with firewood and barbecue
facilities. Bring the kids, an old friend, or
enjoy the silence of the forest all to yourself.
The rest areas in and around Gysinge,
Storsjön and Högbo Bruk undergo regular
year-round maintenance.

CRAVING A MORE NATURAL
EXPERIENCE ON FOOT?
Sandviken municipality is home to some
16 nature reserves for the conservation
of biodiversity, valuable natural environments serving the public’s yearning for
the great outdoors.
+ sverigesnationalparker.se/
farnebofjarden
+ lansstyrelsen.se/gavleborg/Sv/djuroch-natur/skyddad-natur/naturreservat/
sandviken

HIKING IN
AND AROUND
FÄRNEBOFJÄRDEN
NATIONAL PARK

With its wild nature, diverse wildlife, fishing
waters and breathtaking landscape,
Färnebofjärden National Park is a great
place for hiking, canoeing and fishing. The
lower parts of the Dalälven river landscape
has been designated a biosphere reserve
by UNESCO, thanks to its high natural
and cultural value. The Gysinge nature
centre will recommend interesting places
to visit in the National Park and offers
year-round activities. Visit Mr. Beaver
in his hut or enjoy one of the organised
boat trips, bird mornings, bat nights and
much more. Gysinge is also home to the
old factory and railway bridges that offer
hikers uniquely spectacular views. If you’re
looking for a whole weekend of hiking,
we recommend the hotels and hiking
packages from Gysinge Wärdshus,
which include a packed lunch and a
t hree-course dinner.
+ farnebofjarden.se
+ gysingewardshus.se

More to
discover:
BINGO WALK
AT HÖGBO BRUK
+ hogbobruk.se
REFLEX PATHS
+ okhammaren.se/
traningmedokh/Reflexrundor
NATURE RESERVE
+ lansstyrelsen.se/gavleborg/
besoksmal/naturreservat/
HÄLSANS STIG
(NATURE WALK)
+ sandviken.se
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ANIMALS & PARKS
PHOTO: Parks and Resorts

APPLE ORCHARD AND GENE BANK
During the 19th century, interest in plants and breeding reached its peak. Each old manor
house had its own apple variety, and was named after the orchard. You may have heard
of Åkerö, Bergvik or Sävstaholm. Högbo Herrgård also had its own apple orchard, which
sadly disappeared in the 20th century. In 2014 it was re-established, with an apple grove
of Gästrikland Malmbergs Gylling apple trees leading to the entrance of the old manor
house. Flanking the park is a gene bank containing 34 ancient guest varieties of tree.
+ hogbobruk.se

HORSE AND CART
Sit back and let farm horses Pontus and
Fänrik take you around Högbo Bruk and its
beautiful surroundings, with Högbo’s very
own driver. A cart holds eight passengers.
+ hogbobruk.se

ÄLGPARKEN, OCKELBO
Get up close to the king of the forest
in Älgparken in Ockelbo. The park
experience also includes the bodega
with the coffee shop, barbecue areas,
farm shop and accommodation in the
holiday village with the moose as your
neighbour. The whole park is child-friendly
and wheelchair accessible. You can also
sign up for courses with your dog. Open
from midsummer’s day for drop-in visits.
Visit + algparken.se for opening times.

FURUVIK – A SUMMER ADVENTURE
You’ll need several days to try out all the fun, exciting and interesting things in Furuvik.
Then you’ll have to play with the animals and ride the carousel all over again, just to make
sure! Nestled amongst the greenery and alongside the exotic animals, the ancient park is
also a magical setting for live music and performance. Camp, play games, relax in nature,
all just a 30-minute drive from Sandviken. + furuvik.se

Discover
more:

UP ON HORSEBACK
Slätterne Farm, just north of Sandviken,
has a bed for you, a box for your horse
and breakfast for you both.
+ slatternegard.se

ANIMALS & FARM LIFE
Visit the goats and highland cattle
at Lars Pers i Fors, Österfärnebo.
+ larspers.se
SLARS OLLAS FÄBODAR
+ visitsandviken.se
HEMLINGBY outdoor recreation
area is a leisure and exercise
space which is very popular with
Gävle residents. There is
a small animal park with rabbits,
chickens, sheep and a horse.
+ visitgavle.se

PHOTO: Sara Wennerqvist

JANSASPARKEN
Sandviken centre’s green, leafy oasis has
been given a facelift, with the planting
designed by a different garden artist every
year. Here you will find a water organ with
water columns up to nine metres in height.
A raised, stage-like area offers a space for
play, meetings and performances, and a
popular outdoor seating area is available
for picnics.
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WILDLIFE
More and more people are seeking to
experience the calming peace of nature.
Escape the noise of the city and recharge
in the tranquil, unspoilt landscape.
Be at one with the wildlife and soak up the
special atmosphere. Learn from know
ledgeable guides and enjoy some wildlife
spotting at dawn in one of the hides.
+ wildnordic.se

PLAY WITH AND GET TO
KNOW THE ANIMALS AT
H ÖGBO BRUK
Högbo is a children’s paradise of zoos
and playgrounds. Meet the ducks, rabbits,
goats and alpacas in Sigrids Hage. Meet
children’s book characters Lilla Anna
and Långa Farbrorn in the playground
among the climbing frames, swings and
slides. On hot days, head to the swimming
area, with bathing jetties, a small sandy
beach and large attractive green spaces.
Challenge your friends to a game of mini
golf at Högbo Qvarn. + hogbobruk.se

WIJ TRÄDGÅRDAR
– A MULTI-S ENSORY
DESTINATION
Be inspired by these incredible gardens,
enjoy organic food grown in the kitchen
garden itself and browse beautiful arts
and crafts. The plants are selected with
harmony in mind to keep the beds healthy,
and Wij Trädgårdar in Ockelbo has
become a worldwide model for its garden
culture. One place to take inspiration from
it is Isabella Rossellini’s farm in New York,
where gardener Lars Krantz helped her
get started in organic farming.
+ wij.se

FLOWER & PLANTS
BERNÖ GARDEN CENTRE
+ berno.se
A THOUSAND GERANIUMS
On a hill in Torsåker, with views of the rivers
and the old church, sits the Geranium
Museum. Here you will find old and new
varieties of geraniums, cuttings for sale,
a café offering the famous geranium cake
and a small market garden. Enjoy a coffee
out in the sun or inside the cosy greenhouse. For opening times, visit Facebook:
/Pelargonmuseum-och-trädgård,
or Instagram:
@pelargonmuseum_och_tradgard

GUSTAFSÄNGS GARDEN
+ visitsandviken.se
VÄXTZON 4 GARDEN CENTRE
+ vaxtzon4.se
BOULOGNERSKOGEN
CITY PARK
+ visitgavle.se
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HÖGBO BRUK
Högbo Bruk is an oasis in both summer and winter.
In the summer, mountain bikers, hikers, golfers and
campers descend here from all over the country, and
the winter sees Vasaloppet skiers training with Pay &
Ski or on one of the many nature trails. There really
is something here for everyone. Spend an afternoon,
a weekend or a whole week in Högbo. There’s so
much to see, do and discover!
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+ hogbobruk.se

1. Högbo Brukshotell - hotel, restaurant,
mountain bike hire, conference venue
and shop + hogbobrukshotell.se
2. Björk & Berries - perfume centre and
shop + bjorkandberries.com
3. Stable
4. Office + hogbobruk.se
5. Apple orchard - gene bank
6. Made in Högbo - farm shop
7. Gamla Herrgården
8. Herb garden
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9. Party venue
10. SméJohan - forge and shop
+ hogbobruk.se
11. Keramikgalleriet - exhibition space
and shop + hogbobruk.se
12. Högbo Qvarn - restaurant, café
and shop + hogboqvarn.se
13. Mini golf
14. Frilanden - locally-produced crops
15. Greenhouse - cultivation of locally-
produced vegetables

16. Högbo church - roadside church (summer)
+ svenskakyrkan.se/
sandviken/hogbo-kyrka
17. Golf car park
18. Cycle and footpath to Sandviken
19. Car park for mountain biking, Pay & Ski
and swimming area
20. Sauna, kiosk and Äventyrarnas HQ
+ sportcentralenhogbo.se
21. Glass workshop and shop
+ hogbobruk.se

22. Motorhome parking spaces
23. Gruvstugan café
Facebook: /gruvstugan
24. Mountain biking – Pump Track
25. High altitude track
+ sportcentralenhogbo.se
26. Canoe hire
+ sportcentralenhogbo.se
27. Swimming area with barbecue areas
and changing cabins
28. Heated shelter

29. Canoeing, mountain biking and
walking routes
30. Högbo Pay & Ski - artificial frozen
cross-country ski trails
31. Golf restaurant
32. Golf shop
33. Driving range, Högbo Golf club
+ hogbogk.com
34. Alpaca pasture
35. 18- & 9-hole golf course
36. Sigrids Hage - Small animal park

Photo: Per-Henrik Lind, 100 procent media
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37. Barnens högbo (children’s activities)
playground, barbecue area and shelter
38. Pavilion
39. Nya Herrgården
40. Öjaren (lake)
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ABOUT THE
LOVE OF NATURE,
CYCLING

& life

COPY: Åsa Backman. PHOTO: Mattias Haräng och Hasse Andersson, 100 procent media.

It all started when he bought a mountain bike in 2009. During countless training hours
and competitions, he met lots of cyclists and was struck by the fact that they seemed
so happy, so satisfied, almost as if they had found their own path to a richer life.
This is the story of Svartudden, and of the man behind it.
Svartudden is a project that tells the
stories about people who love mountain
biking, why they ride and how cycling has
become a part of their lives.
“Over the past year, I have hung out
with cyclists of all kinds who come to
Högbo to cycle: men, women, the elderly,
younger, elite cyclists and others who
ride for fun. We have cycled, talked about
the love of cycling and laughed a lot.
Sometimes we have come across sensitive
things, such as being exposed to bullying
at school, or getting the message that your
child has just fallen ill with leukemia,”
Mattias says.
SVARTUDDEN IN SOCIAL
M EDIA

With his camera, he has captured the
people and their stories. All these
stories are now gathered on Facebook
and Instagram. You find them easily by
searching for Svartudden. Mattias believes
that the project has been so appreciated
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thanks to the personal tone and that the
stories inspire and create hope and power,
which is perhaps extra important now in
pandemic times.
“During the work, I got to know new,
absolutely wonderful people and learned
a lot. About what it’s like to win Cape
Epic, for example, mountain biking’s
answer to the Tour de France, and why
cycling and death metal make up the
perfect combination,” he laughs.
The goal of the project has been
for more people to open their eyes to
mountain biking and what he has noticed
is that more and more Swedes are finding
their way to cycling. Many see it as an
easy way to get out into nature, others
want to challenge themselves by training
and competing and then there are those
who like speed and adrenaline; they find
downhill and enduro.
“Actually, it’s perhaps not so strange
that people long for mountain biking.
Many people have a stressful everyday life

with work, family and many musts today.
In addition, we live in a digital world
with constant connection. Cycling can
do wonders for the soul and some people
I’ve met have told me that cycling has
been healing when going through a tough
period in life,” says Mattias.
He has competed a lot over the years,
but today cycling is more training and
a desire to spend time in the nature.
He lives very close to the mountain
bike tracks in Högbo Bruk, just north
of Sandviken, together with his partner
Maria and their two children, Lo and
Kalle.
“Högbo is the obvious hub for cycling
here, but there is a large system of
mountain bike trails to explore around the
county. And we have Kungsberget. Many
of us have long hoped that Kungsberget’s
ski resort would invest in downhill
cycling, and now it seems to be happening.
It will be fantastic,” Mattias concludes
enthusiastically.

MATTIAS THREE BEST
MOUNTAIN BIKE TIPS
The 15-kilometer track in Högbo has
it all. The trails are wonderfully challenging
and a stop at the magical Svartudden is
always a treat. Yes, Svartudden actually
exists. Stop and swim in the lake Öjaren
on the way and round off with a cup of
coffee at the Gruvstugan café.
If you long for a west coast feeling in
biking, Västerhällarna in Järbo is the
obvious choice. Here you can cycle on
stone slabs and grill out in nature. Around
Västerhällarna, there are also a couple of
mountain bike tracks that local enthusiasts
have prepared.
Kungsberget is one of my absolute
favorite places on earth. Here you can
cycle around the mountain and maybe
take a detour to listen to the sound of the
huge wind turbines. Soon it will hopefully
also be possible to cycle downhill here.
I’m looking forward to it!
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Cycling

IN KUNGSBERGET

On your bike!

Kungsberget is investing heavily
in cycling, with both downhill and
cross-country trails on offer. A lift gives
easy access to the 200-metre summit,
which offers numerous family-friendly
routes down the mountain. There are
also a number of cross-country trails
of varying lengths through magnificent
landscapes. + kungsberget.se

LOCAL MOUNTAIN BIKING
AREAS

Högbo – ONE OF

SWEDEN’S BEST
MOUNTAIN BIKING
AREAS

There’s sure to be something for you in
Högbo, whether you’re an elite mountain
biker or just looking to try it out. Choose
between the gentle slopes of the easy
blue trails, the slightly tougher red trails,
and the more challenging black trails.
There is also a practice track for those
wishing to further hone their skills. Bikes
and equipment are available for hire at
Högbo Bruk sports centre:
+ sportcentralenhogbo.se
+ hogbobruk.se
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Mountain biking has become a major sport
in Sweden over recent years, and attracts a
wide range of people. Close to Sandviken lies
the famous Högbo mountain biking area, but
more signposted trails are being created as
the sport’s popularity continues to grow. Trails
of varying length and difficulty are available
in most areas around Gästrikland. Most areas
also have a practice trail for those wishing to
fine-tune their technique.
»
»
»
»
»

Högbo MTB Arena
Hofors MTB Arena
Järbo MTB arena
Ockelbo MTB Arena
Hemlingby MTB Arena

Biking Gästrikland
– A UNIQUE ROUTE SYSTEM
FOR MOUNTAIN BIKING
All of Gästrikland’s cycle tracks, mountain bike trails and natural
trails are now linked together in a common trail system. All the
trails are signposted and take you through magical woodland,
over mountains and alongside some of the most beautiful lakes.
The trails vary in their length, difficulty and terrain. You can spend
a day, a weekend or a whole week cycling. Many of the trails are
already complete, and you can find maps and descriptions at
+ bikinggastrikland.se
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On your bike

» A pump track is a trail that includes rollers and
berms. Using the whole body, riders can move
by “jumping” forward without ever having to
push the pedals.
» Ivantjärnsheden, which lies just north
of Kungsberget, offers some wonderful biking trails on sandy terrain in
ROAD
the forest.
» Gästrikeleden is almost 270 km
long. Riders can start and end at
Country roads, gravel roads, hills, forests...
Depending on your enthusiasm, time
different locations to determine the
Sandviken and its surrounding area has
and energy, you can choose from three
length of the route themselves.
become something of a cycling mecca
routes around Storsjön:
» You can also hire BMXs and tandem
centred around Högbo’s MTB area,
1. Sandviken – Forsbacka – Bovik
bikes in Högbo. For more information
and its popularity is growing.
– Sandviken: around 30 kilometers.
visit + sportcentralenhogbo.se
2. Sandviken – Årsunda – Kungsgården
» The Hemlingby outdoor recreation area in
– Sandviken: around 40 kilometers.
Gävle is home to the MTB tech trail for cycle
3. Sandviken – Forsbacka – Bovik – Årsunda
enthusiasts. + visitgavle.se
– Kungsgården – Sandviken: around 60 kilometers.

Cycling in its
many forms

Remember:

» Use your bell. Use your brakes. Smile.
Show consideration and respect – the forests
in Högbo are for everyone to enjoy.
» Prepare by reading and watching the films
on the Högbo Brukshotell homepage.
» Choose a trail with a difficulty level that suits you.
» Wear a helmet.
» Have fun!

CYCLE HIRE AND TECHNICAL TRAINING
SPORTCENTRALEN
026-242180, 070-5445419
info@sportcentralenhogbo.se
+ sportcentralenhogbo.se
ACTLIFE7 – electric bike hire
+ lifestylebikerental.com

INLINE SKATING AND
ROLLER SKIING
The wide asphalt track is perfect for those training on wheels
(but without a bike), whether it be inline skates, roller skis,
skateboards or wheelchairs. Equipment hire and technical
training are available from the sports centre. There are three
loops: 1420, 760 and 670 metres.
+ sportcentralenhogbo.se
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Cycle round Storsjön

Naturkartan (nature map)

– NATURKRAFT GÄSTRIKLAND

Naturkraft Gästrikland is a non-profit association that offers
opportunities for natural and cultural experiences in Gästrikland.
Here you will find information on locations for hiking, canoeing,
cycling, riding, skiing and skating. You can also find out where
to learn more about nature’s foods, culture and the local flora
and fauna.
+ naturkartan.se - see also the app + naturkraft-gastrikland.se
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A taste of

AQUA RESTAURANG & BAR

SANDVIKEN

Whether it’s a meal at the
local pizzeria or gourmet
food in a dream setting
you’re looking for, you’ll find
it in Sandviken. Here you
will find an incredible mix of
food from different cultures.
Find a place to eat here or at
+ visitsandviken.se

GYSINGE WÄRDSHUS
In the heart of Gysinge you can enjoy
the finest breakfast, lunch and dinner
with a focus on traditional, healthy dishes
using locally-produced ingredients in
an authentic but refined working
environment. Book a table indoors or
outdoors and enjoy the surroundings.
LOCAL TIPS

+ gysingewardshus.se

3BO KOLGRILL

At Högbo Bruk you will find the award-
winning Högbo Brukshotell, offering fine
dining and drinks from local producers.
If you’re looking for a fabulous lunch or just
a coffee, we recommend a visit to Högbo
Qvarn, in a beautiful setting at Högboån.
In the summer, the local cinnamon buns
are a big attraction in Gruvstugan, where
you can also enjoy a wonderful sandwich
for lunch. The Golf restaurant is open from
May to September. The restaurant serves
coffee, a daily lunch menu and à la carte
dishes.
WHITE GUIDE
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+ hogbobrukshotell.se
+ hogbobruk.se

» GRUVSTUGAN I HÖGBO
+ hogbobruk.se

+ visitsandviken.se

LOKALT TIPS

» KONDITORI MARANGONI, SANDVIKEN
+ konditorimarangoni.com

CHARLYS STEAKHOUSE
+ charlys.se

LOCAL TIPS

GYSINGE HERRGÅRD
LOCAL TIPS

+ gysingeherrgard.se

OWN-BREWED BEER AND TASTINGS

GÄVLE

KANALKIOSKEN

+ matildas.nu

NOUN, GÄVLE
+ noungavle.se

SÖDERS KÄLLA, GÄVLE
+ soderskalla.se

MADE IN HÖGBO
Högbo’s meadows are home to
sheep, lambs, pigs, cows and ducks.
The meat is processed in its own
charcuterie and the cheeses made in
its own dairy. This is where the moist
Högbo bread and crispy flatbread
is baked, with crops harvested
from outdoors and greenhouses.
The raw ingredients are used in
the hotel restaurant and sold in
the farm shop. In addition to the
ingredients produced here, recycling
and sustainability are important
considerations. The coffee grounds
go back into the soil and the manure
from the horses is used on the crops.

» LITTLE ART CAKERY, GÄVLE
+ littleartcakery.com

THE CHURCH

MAHARANE
+ visitsandviken.se

MULLIGANS PUB
+ mulliganspub.se

LOCAL TIPS
WHITE GUIDE

» CAFÉ MERCURIUS, STORVIK
+ visitsandviken.se

+ visitsandviken.se

LOCAL TIPS

INDIAN FOOD
WHITE GUIDE

» KOVERSTA GAMMELBY SOMMARCAFÉ
+ visitsandviken.se

+ kanalkiosken.com

LOCAL TIPS

LILLPUBEN SPORTBAR

MATILDAS, GÄVLE
WHITE GUIDE

» CAFÉ UDDEN, GYSINGE
+ gysingeherrgard.se

+ hogboqvarn.se

LOCAL TIPS

GYSINGE BRYGGERI

» LUNDGRENS BAGERI, ÖSTERFÄRNEBO
+ lundgrensbageri.com

HÖGBO QVARN

NALAS BURGER
+ visitsandviken.se

STREETFOOD

Something out of the
ordinary

» HANSENS CAFÉ & BAGERI, SANDVIKEN
+ hansenscafe.se

+ visitsandviken.se

LOKALT TIPS

+ gysingebryggeri.se

GYSINGE

Coffee cravings?

SANDVIKEN

Bring together food, culture and a place to hang out, and you get The Church. This former
Baptist church has been transformed into a gastropub, and the beautiful surroundings,
which include the church’s small organ, together with the locally-produced menu, are
what makes this place so special. The perfect place to meet a friend for a drink or enjoy
dinner, with or without live music. To experience something similar, you’d have to head to
Dublin to see the concept that inspired it.
WHITE GUIDE

+ thechurch.se

» BÖNA CAFÉ , GÄVLE
+ konditorilido.se
» PEROLS VÅFFELFIK, K
 UNGSGÅRDEN
+ perolsattersta.com
» BERGLUNDS BAGERI, KUNGSGÅRDEN
+ berglundsbageri.se

SWEDISH WHISKY MAKING
Swedish water, Swedish barley and
Swedish oak were all essential
components of what became
Sweden’s first whisky
distillery in Mackmyra, in
1999. Its journey into the
world of whisky continues,
as one of the most modern
distilleries around. Visit the
whisky village, book a tour and
enjoy a meal and a drink in the restaurant.
The experience has inspired the creation
of another distillery in the region
– Gammelstilla Whisky. + mackmyra.se
+ gammelstillawhiskey.se

TZATZIKI
GREEK FOOD

+ tzatzikiisandviken.se

YATANA
ERITREAN FOOD

+ visitsandviken.se

ÖSTERNS PÄRLA
ASIAN FOOD

+ visitsandviken.se

ÅRSUNDA
STRANDRESTAURANGEN
LOCAL TIPS

+ arsunda.se
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Break free WITH

SNOW
at its very best
HÖGBO

A SNOWMOBILE

A snowmobile not only lets you visit places that would otherwise
be off-limits, it also gives you a great sense of freedom. There are
some 250 kilometers of dedicated snowmobile trails around the
Sandviken municipality. You can rent a snowmobile at Bohlins in
Järbo, but remember that you need a special licence for snowmobiles if your drivers licence for car or tractor is newer than 1
January 2000. + bohlinsab.se
USEFUL INFO:
» A special driving licence is required to drive a snowmobile.
» You can drive a snowmobile if your driving or tractor licence
was first issued before 1 January 2000.
» You must be aged 16 or over to obtain a snowmobile licence.
» Remember to buy route cards and maps before hiring your
snowmobile.

pay and ski

Start the ski season early in Högbo with 2.1 kilometers of artificially frozen ski trails. Bring
your cross-country skis, pay at the start and begin your training in November! The arrival
of the natural snow then creates the perfect trails for both classic skiing and skating. Those
looking for something different can enjoy the toboggan run next door.
+ hogbobruk.se
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TERRASSEN

KUNGSSTUGORNA
VERANDAN

14
SOLBACKEN
BJÖRNSTUGORNA

LIFTAR

PISTER

LIFTSYMBOLER

A

Sydliftarna

F

Västliftarna

B

Trestolen

G

Björnliften

C

Kungs8:an

H

Busliften

Stollift 3 pers

Björnbandet

Stollift 2 pers
Bygellift

5

D Skidskoleliften
E

Lillknappen

B
EXPRESS

Lift dalstation

Knapplift

Stollift 8 pers

Rullband

PISTSYMBOLER

1

Johans backe

2

Familjebacken

3

Mittbacken

4

Noréns
Gammelbacken

10

6

Restaurangbacken

11

Västbacken

7

Skidskolebacken

12

Träningsområde

8

Kopparbacken

13

Kungens kurva

9

Gammelflacken

14

Björnbuseland

19

Solstinget

Nedförsbacken

15

Korridoren

20

Stefans backe

ATTRAKTIONER

SERVICESYMBOLER

16

Rundturen

21 Transporten

10

Pist mycket lätt

Restaurang

Parkering

17

Vesslan

22

15

Pist lätt

Grillplats

Sjukvård

18

Solsvängen

23 Fikasvängen

11

Pist medelsvår

Toalett

Pulkabacke

8

Pist svår

Värmestuga

Skiduthyrning

Konstsnöspår

Skicross lätt

Kvällsbelysning

Skipass

Mataffär

Natursnöspår

Snow Park

Nintendoland

Kiosk/lättare mat

LÄNGDSPÅR

JUNIOR

Nintendoland

Big Air Bag

Björnbuseland

Audi Race Arena

Junior Snow Park

Puckelpist

KUNGSBERGET – A SHORT ROUTE TO LONG RUNS
Kungsberget offers skiing for everyone, from children’s and beginner’s slopes to breathtaking runs. There are 22 slopes and 12 lifts. For the more daring, there is also a snowpark,
a funpark with a ski cross course and Nintendoland. Electrically-lit cross-country ski trails
next to the slopes, various accommodation in the centre of the resort, restaurants, ski hire
and sports shop, all just 20 minutes from Sandviken. + kungsberget.se
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Fat bikes
» More skiing for your money. The lifts are
open until 9 pm on Thursdays and until
7 pm on other days. The most popular
lifts open at 9 am.
» Large car park in the best location
outside the guest centre.
» Extra-wide restaurant slope for great
skiing all the way to lunch.
» Sales kiosk and toilets at the summit.
The closest thing to a slope cottage.
» New accommodation with around
100 beds. Experience life inside the
Björnbusebacken. The resort now offers
almost 2,000 beds.

Fat biking in one of Sweden’s best mountain bike areas with 15 trails and options to
suit all riders. Hire a fat bike to enjoy winter
cycling on custom trails.
+ hogbobrukshotell.se
+ sportcentralenhogbo.se

Safe sledging
FOR CHILDREN AND COMPETITIVE PARENTS
The sledging hill in Högbo is around 100 metres long and illuminated until 11 pm. It’s not
your average sledging hill. It also has a large shelter with a barbecue and firewood, as well
as two outdoor toilets. Any sensible and well-prepared outdoorsy family will find this place
a paradise, however it’s worth noting that sledging can bring out the competitive devil in
people... And it’s not just the kids, either... That’s why we’ve produced a safety guide:
» Wear a helmet.
» Young children should have backrests.
» If you get the urge to challenge other parents on the hill, make sure there are no
children nearby.
» Keep in mind that snow mats and “surfers” are hard to control. Please refrain from
using these on the hill.
» Stay safe and have fun!

DISCOVER
MORE SNOW
ACTIVITIES:
» Hemlingby outdoor recreation
area, Hemlingbybacken and
snowpark + gavle.se
» Hoforsbacken
+ visithofors.se
»

Lit trails in Sandviken municipality
+ sandviken.se/kulturfritid/idrottochmotion/
elljussparmotionssparskidakning

» Lit trails in Gävle municipality
+ gavle.se
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KUNGSBERGET
behind the scenes
COPY: Åsa Backman. PHOTO: Hasse Andersson, 100 procent media AB, Branäsgruppen AB.

A lot has happened since Johan Larsson
unveiled Kungsberget’s first slalom slope
in the 1930s. In addition to 22 slopes,
four restaurants, two kiosks and around
a thousand beds, there is today a 60,000
square meter snow park, a ski cross track
and a large children’s area. Just to mention
a few activities.
Kungsberget is located approximately
25 kilometers northwest of Sandviken.
With just over two hours drive from
Stockholm, it has become a snow paradise
for the whole of Central Sweden.
“Normally, we welcome many guests
per day. Now during the pandemic
however, we’ve limited the number for
safety reasons. We have also increased
the number of barbecue areas from six

to twenty this season, says Johnny
Jernqvist, who is Sports Director and
responsible for 100 sports and lift hosts
as well as ski instructors and activity staff.
There are a lot of people in the
SkiLodge this sparkling February day.
Relaxed skiers, young and old, take a
break from skiing and enjoy first-class
service and good food. Kungsberget has
really become a well-oiled machinery
with many employees.
“We are about 300 employees during
the winter season, which is required
to make sure that everything works
smoothly”, says Johnny. We meet two
of them: Shir Mohamadi, sports host,
and Olivia Ederström, lift host.

SHIR MOHAMADI

a sports host with
dreams of becoming
a police officer

Shir came to Sweden from Afghanistan as an
unaccompanied refugee child in 2012. He started tying
carpets when he was four years old and has worked since
then, never gone to school, except for Swedish for immigrants (SFI) which he took when he came to Sweden. The
dream of becoming a police officer is always in the back
of his mind, but you can tell, it’s really all about being
able to help people.
“Everything is fun here! We are out in the slopes at
seven in the mornings so that everything will be in order
when the guests arrive. We shovel, drive stuff, set up nets,
drive firewood to the barbecue areas, paint and fix the
airbag, among other things,” he says.
Shir likes to solve problems and help guests with all
kinds of things. Being a sports host, he also supports the
lift hosts when they need to go inside to get warm up
or just take a break. When he came for the interview to
Kungsberget three years ago, he had never seen anyone
ski downhill in his entire life, let alone tried it himself.
“I told them the truth, that I had no idea what this job
was about, but that I promised to give everything, as long
as I got the chance. I trust myself and know that I fix
most things - I could only hope that they would trust me
too,” he says. “They did. After the first season, I received
a gold star and the Employee of the Year award, voted by
my colleagues. It was a great day”.

Shir Mohamadi is one of Kungsberget’s
sports hosts and makes sure that
everything works safely in the slopes.
Here, he makes sure that the hill’s big
airbag is snow-free and properly inflated.
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OLIVIA EDERSTRÖM,

a lift host with her
feet on the ground

Olivia has been skiing downhill in
Kungsberget all her life. With her
20 years, she has accomplished a lot, much
driven by her environmental commitment.
“When I graduated from high school,
I wanted to give the climate the most
important thing I had - my time. So,
I worked non-profit with We stay on Earth,
a politically independent organization that
works to increase awareness of the climate
impact of aviation,” she says.
She thinks a lot about the climate;
how little time we have left to reduce our
emissions and how she can best contribute
- as a lawyer, journalist, environmental
engineer, or something else. While thinking about her next step in life, working
in Kungsberget is perfect. In addition to
being a lift host, she is responsible for
ensuring that this year’s venture, drone
filming, works.
“It’s so much fun! We have a drone
that follows the skier, which means that
the skiers get a nice movie when they get
down, completely free of charge. I instruct
the skiers how to activate the drone with
a QR-code and then make sure that it gets
up in the air and works as it should,”
she says.

It’s obvious that Olivia thrives on the
mountain and she skis as often as she can.
She tells a story about a child who was
lying down in the snow crying because her
parents wanted her to go in and eat. It all
ended up with them giving the child a hot
dog in the slope so that she could continue
skiing.
“I really like it here! Kungsberget really
cares for their staff and it’s important for
them that everyone feels safe. This means
that we who work here can relax and have
fun together. It’s a lot of work, but also a
lot of laughter,” she says before putting on
her helmet and three layers of jackets to
go out and continue serving the guests in
the lift.

Drone filming is a new venture in Kungsberget. Olivia Ederström instructs the skiers
to download a QR-code and how to activate the drone. The skier then gets a nice
movie, completely free of charge.
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LONG-DISTANCE

skate adventures

AROUND THE CORNER
COPY: Åsa Backman. PHOTO: Hasse Andersson, 100 procent media

He loves being out in nature and has been skating for as long as he can remember.
Back then, when it all started, his father Janne plowed up an ice rink in his home
village every winter, where Tomas played hockey with his friends. The first time he
strapped rails under his military boots and went for a long trip was at the end of the
last century. He still remembers clearly the marvel of skating completely without
resistance through the Trollrikekanalen canal, north of Högbo and Sandviken.
“That first trip was both breathtaking and
very, very tough. I went with a friend who
used to skate a lot, still do, but we both
forgot to really enjoy the tailwind. When
we turned to go back, the headwind was so
strong that we hardly moved,” he laughs.
There have been many adventures since
then and the love for long-distance skating
is only growing. It used to be around
twenty times a year, but he notices that he
counts more and more every winter. Part
of the fascination lies in the fact that you
can get quite far with little effort and that
each trip becomes an adventure.
”You don’t have to be a phantom
to skate long distances, it goes almost
without effort. It’s just a matter of keeping
track of how the wind blows,” he says.
“Bring some coffee and food in your
backpack and make sure you have plenty
of time. With that said, you can easily
manage 40–50 kilometers in one day”.
The municipality of Sandviken
normally offers many long-distance
skating opportunities. Alternating cold
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and mild weather means that the snow
melts and the lakes freeze so that there is
almost always skateable ice somewhere
in the municipality. Some years, busloads
of people come from all over Sweden to
skate around Sandviken. You can also
meet Germans and Dutch who come here
in search of ice.
Because there is something really
special about long-distance skating. More
and more people are getting interested and
Tomas thinks it’s nice to see that more
people get out. But you should not go by
yourself, no matter how experienced you
are.
”The Friluftsfrämjandet organization
is great, and there are several Facebook
groups where you can see where other
people skate. I really recommend
Friluftsfrämjandet if you want company
and like to learn more. Experieced skaters
will teach you both technique and how to
read the ice,” says Tomas.
When the nearest lake is covered with
ice, the sun is shining and you have the

wind in your back, it’s easy to forget that
you are out on nature’s conditions, but it
is important to have respect. Knowledge,
equipment and company are always
important. So, what should you bring?
“I always bring ice studs, ice nails,
a throw line, a backpack with extra clothes
packed in plastic bags, and not to forget,
the lunch bag,” says Tomas. He believes
that you should definitely have respect,
but not be afraid. “Dare trying,” he says.
Overall, he thinks that many are
unnecessarily scared of ice. In his role
as a teacher, he trains ice safety with
his students every year, sometimes with
ice-hole training.
”Everyone should try to fall into the
water under controlled conditions. Once
you have experienced it, you do not have
to worry about how you will react if it
happens,” he says. “It’s not as bad as you
think”.

Tomas’ three
best tips
» Information about the ice
situation is easily accessi
ble. Do some research
before the weekend and
gather some friends for an
adventure. Long-distance
skating is a great way to
socialize!
» Pack a good lunch bag and
a warm sweater to wear
when you stop. Coffee time
is almost as important as
the actual skating.
» The easiest way to try out
long-distance skating is to
go on a track. You can, for
example, get on the ice at
Hedåsbadet in Sandviken,
skate to Årsunda (seven
kilometers one way), eat
pizza at Strandbaden and
then lace up your skates
to go back. Simple and
luxurious.
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Open ice
FROM SHORE
TO SHORE

In winter, you can visit
your favourite spot on skis,
skates or a snowmobile.
A ploughed skating trail
on Storsjön with ski tracks
on the side stretches from
Strandbaden in Årsunda to
Hedåsbadet in Sandviken.
Head out on the ice and
enjoy the ride.

HIRE SKATES
Young skaters can borrow long-distance
skates and ice studs from the Gulf service
station in Årsunda. You will need your
own sturdy boots. Adults can hire more
professional style boots and skates.
Advance booking recommended.
Call the Gulf service station to book:
026-29 03 60. They can also update
you on the ice conditions.
TIPS FOR THOSE WISHING TO
TRY LONG-DISTANCE SKATES
» Always remember your ice studs!
» Always skate in pairs for safety.
» Keep your distance from other skaters.
» When skating on open lakes, always
take a backpack with extra clothes
tightly wrapped in plastic bags. The
backpack will also help you stay afloat
if you fall through the ice.
» Make sure to bring some coffee!

Guided tours
The Sandviken Outdoor Association
organises guided tours for non-beginners.
For more information, please visit:
+ skridsko.net/ffsnd
+ friluftsframjandet.se/regioner/
malardalen/lokalavdelningar/sandviken/
langfardsskridsko
For information about the Storsjön skating
trail, please visit: + arsundaif.se/skridsko
Other skate tours in Gästrikland:
+ naturkraft-gestrikland.se/upplevgastrikland/skridskoturer

Surfing on the snow

Winter swimming

Snowkiting, in which the rider is pulled along on skis or a snowboard by a kite, is becoming increasingly popular in Sweden.
Sandviken offers the perfect conditions for action-packed surfing
on ice and snow. Storsjön’s vast, wide surfaces, steady winds
and hundreds of small islands make it an ideal place to practise
the sport. The forum at + kitenation.se is a place to discuss
everything to do with kitesurfing, whether on water or snow.
It also offers tips on how to find the best conditions near you.

Most people love to take a dip on a hot summer’s day, but have
you tried swimming in an ice hole? Winter swimming has become
something of a trend over the last year thanks to its purported
health benefits, which include relieving stress as well boosting
energy and confidence, mood and well-being. It is also believed
to improve circulation and strengthen the immune system.
A FEW TIPS:
» Always bathe with a companion in an area you’re familiar with.
» Remember your slippers for the walk from the sauna to the
water. It’s a good idea to have a woolly hat too.
» If you don’t have a sauna: have warm clothes ready and
preferably something warm to drink.
» Check with your doctor before swimming if you have a history
of heart disease or high blood pressure.
For information on saunas, please visit: + hogbobruk.se
or + gysingewärdshus.se

Ice fishing
Arm yourself with a good packed lunch and warm clothes for
a day’s jig fishing on the lake. Let the fresh air and beautiful
winter light rejuvenate you. Storsjön, some of the smaller lakes
and Dalälven offer good fishing. Fishing licences are available at:
+ fiskekort.se

Long-distance ice skating

ON STORSJÖN

In Sandviken, there’s no need to pack away your skating gear when the snow starts to settle. Årsunda IF orienteering club ploughs a
skating trail from in Årsunda Strandbad to Hedåsbadet in Sandviken. The trail is twelve kilometres long, including the extra loop to Sjövik
and Ursa. This is 5.6 kilometres long, which means you can choose how far to skate depending on your time and energy: 12.5 kilometres
one-way, 25 kilometres return, 6.9 kilometres from Årsunda to Hedåsen (or vice versa) without the extra loop, 15.8 kilometres return
without the extra loop. There are also many smaller lakes in the area where the ice forms early, including Fjärden, Långsjön and Öjaren
to the north of Sandviken, and another Storsjön north-west of Kungsberg, on the border with Dalarna. The river Dalälven is another option,
but the flowing water there can make the ice treacherous.
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TIPS FOR JIG FISHING
» You’ll need a good jigging rod, a drill and a skimmer to keep
the hole clean.
» Take something to sit on.
» Remember your ice studs and coffee.
» For safety reasons, don’t fish alone.
» Small, sharp hooks get more bites.
» Fish on shallow waters.
» Change holes if you’re not getting bites.
» Check whether you need a fishing licence.
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Culture

CRAFTS
HISTORY
MUSEUMS
Sandviken municipality lies in the heart of the
ironmaking country. Its rich history incorporates
ironworks of all sizes, as well as farming communities
and forestry work. There is a wealth of culture here
and a lot to see, including cultural and historical
places, museums and artists’ exhibitions and
crafts for sale.

KONSTHALLEN, S ANDVIKEN
ART MUSEUM
+ sandviken.se

LÄNSMUSEET GÄVLEBORG
GÄVLE
+ lansmuseetgavleborg.se

GLASS WORKSHOP, HÖGBO
CRAFTS
+ hogbobruk.se

KERAMIKGALLERI, HÖGBO
CRAFTS
+ hogbobruk.se

JÄRNRIKET GÄSTRIKLAND
HISTORY OF IRON & MINES + jarnriket.se

IRON FORGE, HÖGBO
CRAFTS
+ hogbobruk.se

KOVERSTA GAMMELBY
HISTORY, ART
+ visitsandviken.se

SOUNDWALK SANDVIKEN
SOUND ART
+ sandviken.se

SWEDISH PRISON MUSEUM
GÄVLE
+ sverigesfangelsemuseum.se

DISCOVER MORE CULTURE:
HISTORY
» ÅRSUNDA VIKING MUSEUM
+ arsundaviking.se
ART & GALLERIES
» TALLBO MUSEUM & GALLERIES,
KUNGSFORS
+ tallbo.se
» GÄSTRIK KONST (ART TOUR)
+ gastrikkonst.com
» GÄVLE KONSTCENTRUM
+ gavlekonstcentrum.se

MUSEUMS
» ROSENLÖFS TRYCKERIMUSEUM,
KUNGSGÅRDEN + rosenlofsvanner.se
» BRUKSMUSÉET SMEDSGÅRDEN,
SANDVIKEN + visitsandviken.se
» KVARNBACKENS TEKNIK &
PRYLMUSEUM, STORVIK (GADGETS)
+ visitsandviken.se
» FIRE ENGINE MUSEUM, GYSINGE
+ brandnostalgi.com
» SWEDISH RAILWAY MUSEUM, GÄVLE
+ jarnvagsmuseet.se

MUSIC & CULTURE
» SANDVIKEN CULTURE CENTRE
+ sandviken.se
» GÄVLE CONCERT HALL
+ gavlekonserthus.se
» POETRY WALK - STIG SJÖDIN,
SANDVIKEN
+ stigsjodin.wordpress.com
» GÄVLE THEATRE
+ gavleteater.se
» APP KULTURJAKTEN GÄSTRIKLAND
+ kulturjakt-gestrikland.se

Products made in the glass workshop at Högbo Bruk.
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INSPIRING

Good to know

accommodation

PARKING
You can park free of charge in all public
parking spaces in Sandviken municipality.
Electric cars can also be charged for free
using Sandviken Energi’s public quick
chargers, which are located around the
municipality. Welcome!

Check out visitsandviken.se to see
more accommodations in the area.

HEALTHCARE
» Call 112 in an emergency
» Call 1177 for non-urgent health advice
» The nearest emergency department
is at Gävle Hospital
» Sandviken Hospital also has a family
emergency room where you can book
emergency appointments. Call 1177
for advice and booking in emergency
hours.
HÖGBO BRUKSHOTELL

B&B STILLEBEN IN ÅMOT

TOURIST INFORMATION

ÅRSUNDA STRANDBAD
CAMPING SITE

HÖGBO BRUKSHOTELL

HOTEL IN SANDVIKEN
» HÖGBO BRUKSHOTELL
+ hogbobrukshotell.se
» STADSHOTELLET PRINCESS
+ hotellprincess.se
» SURE HOTEL BY BEST WESTERN
HEDÅSEN
+ hotellhedasen.se
» HÖGBO PENSIONAT (GUEST HOUSE)
S KOMMARSGÅRDEN
+ skommarsgarden.se
HOTEL IN GYSINGE
» GYSINGE HERRGÅRD
+ gysingeherrgard.se
» GYSINGE WÄRDSHUS & HOTEL
+ gysingewardshus.se
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HOTEL PRINCESS

HOTEL IN GÄVLE
» BEST WESTERN HOTEL CITY GÄVLE
+ hotelcity.nu
» CLARION HOTEL WINN
+ nordicchoicehotels.se
» ELITE GRAND HOTEL
+ elite.se
» FURUVIK HAVSHOTELL
+ furuvik.se/boende
» FORSBACKA WÄRDSHUS
+ forsbackawardshus.se
» JÄRNVÄGSHOTELLET
+ jarnvagshotellet.nu
» SCANDIC CH
+ scandichotels.se/ch
» SCANDIC GÄVLE VÄST
+ scandichotels.se/gavlevast

ACCOMMODATIONS
IN KUNGSBERGET
» HOTEL, COTTAGES, APARTMENTS
+ kungsberget.se
B&B AND HOSTELS
» HAMMARBYKVARNEN,
GÄSTRIKE-HAMMARBY
+ hammarbykvarnen.se
» HÖGBO VANDRARHEM (HOSTEL)
+ hogbovandrarhem.com
» GYSINGE VANDRARHEM (HOSTEL)
+ gysingevandrarhem.se
» NORRGÅRDEN IN SANDVIKEN
+ norrgardenisandviken.com
» SJÖSUNDA STRANDVILLA
HOSTEL, ÅRSUNDA
+ strandbaden-arsunda.com

TOURIST CENTER
IN SANDVIKEN
Kulturcentrum, Folkets Hus
Köpmangatan 5-7, Sandviken
Tel. 026-24 13 80
+ visitsandviken.se

GYSINGE WÄRDSHUS, HOTEL

» SLÄTTERNE GÅRD B&B, HÖGBO
+ slatternegard.se
» STILLEBEN I ÅMOT (B&B)
+ stilleben.nu
CAMPING SITES
» FÄRNEBOFJÄRDENS CAMPING SITE
+ schwedenpause.se
» MOTORHOME PARKING AT HÖGBO
BRUK + hogbobruk.se/stallplats
» CAMP KUNGSGÅRDEN
+ campkungsgarden.se
» MOTORHOME PARKING
KUNGSBERGET + kungsberget.se
» MOTORHOME PARKING
GYSINGE BRUK + gysinge.se
» MOTORHOME PARKING
GYSINGE HERRGÅRD
+ gysingeherrgard.se

» ÅRSUNDA STRANDBAD,
CAMPING, MOTORHOME PARKING
+ strandbaden-arsunda.com
» AXMARBRYGGA HAVSCAMPING
+ axmarbrygga.se
» FURUVIKS HAVSCAMPING
+ furuvik.se/boende
» GÄVLE CAMPING ENGESBERG
+ campinggavle.se
» HEDESUNDA CAMPING SITE
+ hedesundacamping.se
» MOTORHOME PARKING AT
MACKMYRA GOLF
+ mackmyragolf.se
» STÄLLPLATS GAVLEÅN AND
HEMLINGBYSTUGAN, GÄVLE
+ visitgavle.se/bo

INFO POINTS Sandviken:
» Parkbadet, Sandviken
» Göransson Arena, Sandviken
» Högbo Brukshotell, Högbo Bruk
» Strandbaden, Årsunda
» Kungsberget Ski Resort, Kungsberget
TOURIST INFORMATION
IN GÄVLE
Södra Skeppsbron 15, Gävle
Tel: 026 - 17 71 17
+ visitgavle.se

TRANSPORT
TAXIS
» Sandviken Taxi, 026-66 44 00
» Taxi Stor och Liten, 026-27 40 00
» Gävle Taxi, 026-12 90 00
» Gysingedroskan, 070-176 82 82
bokning@gysingedroskan.se
BUSES
+ x-trafik.se
TRAINS
+ sj.se
+ tagibergslagen.se
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We create
climate innovation
in Sandviken
When intelligent people from different parts of the world come
together, exciting things happen. When industry, academia and
the public sector find a place to collaborate and innovate, ideas
form. Sandviken is such a place, with a strong will to create longterm sustainable solutions. It is no coincidence that we have one
of the Nordic region’s largest land-based wind farms here, that we
offer free charging of electric cars around the municipality, or that
we opened one of the country’s very first hydrogen filling stations
already in 2016. This is where it happens. Right now.
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